
National Director’s Message 

Collaboration and Facts = Success 
During the last year and half, Canada’s nuclear 
industry has been receiving more attention from our decision-
makers and positive public support, particularly in Ontario. 
Given the significant environmental and economic benefits 
nuclear technology provides, why should this be noteworthy?  
It’s because these well-deserved outcomes reflect the sustained 
fact-based information that our industry’s stakeholders have 
been delivering. It also reflects the partnering efforts of  our 
trade associations, utilities, supply chains, unions, academia, 
and host communities. Collectively our industry has 
proactively and reactively engaged, informed and educated the 
government, media and public on the key facts about nuclear 
energy.  
Already this year, our industry can cite several positive 
developments at the national and provincial level. Ontario’s 
refurbishment program is well underway with OPG’s “on time 
and on budget” performance on Darlington’s Unit 2 and the 
Ontario government’s approval to proceed with Unit 3. 
In March, the CNSC renewed CNL’s operating licence for 
Chalk River. NRCAN is leading the development of  a national 
SMR Roadmap. Canada has taken a lead role in the 
international collaboration – Nuclear Innovation: Clean 
Energy Future. And Fredericton, N.B. will now host CNL’s 
National Innovation Centre for Cybersecurity. 
Yet as Yogi Berra once quipped, “It ain’t over till its over” — 
a remark that aptly applies to our industry. Canada’s nuclear 
technology is highly complex, highly regulated and has a long 
economic life-cycle. Our job will remain the same. 
We need to keep telling Canadians that our country’s nuclear 
technology and expertise are world-leading. We have a robust 
safety record, deliver virtually-GHG free electricity, create 
thousands of  jobs, and create economic growth and 
innovation.  Canada’s nuclear industry is good for the 
environment, economy and society in general. 
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Message from the President

Maybe Bob was right
Is the NDP stuck in the past?

It pains me to say this but it has to be said.

The New Democratic Party (NDP),with its 
knee-jerk position on nuclear energy, is stuck 
in a time warp.

Now I’m a proud union activist – always have been,always will 
be.And over the years, the union movement in Canada has been
closely associated with the NDP. I wouldn’t deny it’s been a fruitful
alliance – together we’ve made important gains for the working
men and women of this country.

So I’m the last person who’d want to slag our brothers and sisters 
in the NDP.Nonetheless, I have a bone to pick. I have to ask myself
whether Bob Rae was right – maybe, just maybe the former Ontario
premier was right when he left the party several years back,due to
its outmoded thinking and rigid orthodoxies.

This is 2006,and experts around the globe are warning of
staggering environmental and economic impacts, if the world
doesn’t act quickly to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.They tell 
us we have 10 to 15 years to radically change the way we produce
energy and fuel.Otherwise, large swaths of the earth’s surface will
become uninhabitable due to global warming.Millions will be
displaced by floods or drought,economies will be devastated.

These experts are telling us that urgent solutions must be found –
energy solutions that do not rely on fossil fuels and do not produce
greenhouse gases.Renewable sources are part of the answer but
can’t possibly meet baseload power requirements.These same
experts, including noted environmentalists,are strongly urging
governments to take a serious look at nuclear generation – a 
power source virtually free of emissions that contribute to global
warming.

And it’s not just governments and activists who are paying heed.
A number of unions are reviewing their energy policies,asking
whether their historic anti-nuclear stance still makes sense.The
Canadian Labour Congress is studying the question.The Canadian
Union of Public Employees convened a meeting on the issue this
month.And the Quebec Federation of Labour recently lent its
support to nuclear energy proponents – for the first time ever.

It’s not a tidal wave (yet) but significant shifts are happening.Maybe,
just maybe, it’s time for the NDP to do a little soul-searching.

Ontario embraces nuclear
Communities, corporations jockey for position

The race is on! Ontario’s plan to refurbish existing nuclear reactors
where feasible, and build one or two new ones has triggered a high
stakes contest. Nuclear energy producers and reactor manufacturers
are hard at work on competitive bids. And host communities are
rolling out the welcome mat for further nuclear investment in 
their regions.

The Durham Strategic Energy Alliance (DSEA), a group from the
energy industry, municipal government and local post-secondary
institutions, launched its pitch for new-build the same day in June
the government announced its plan. It’s promoting Ontario Power
Corporation’s Darlington site just east of Toronto, as the prime
location. Durham says it wants to be known as “Ontario’s Energy
Capital.”

The region offers a highly skilled workforce, well-developed
infrastructure and strong community support. In addition, DSEA

points out that in
2005 OPG, with 
10 operating
nuclear reactors in
the Durham region,
provided more 
than 30 per cent of
Ontario’s nuclear
generation at well
below the average
market price.

Flash forward to September and Duncan Hawthorne, CEO of
Bruce Power in Kincardine, Ontario, is presenting his plan to local
residents for a $20 billion, 40-year plan to continue overhauling 
the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station on the shores of Lake Huron.
Part of his plan calls for one or more (possibly four) new reactors.

Bruce County interest groups were slower than the Durham alliance
to mount a lobbying effort but they’re making up for lost time.
Local councillors want the county to work with business, economic
development groups and the public to promote Bruce Power as the
site of choice for new-build nuclear.
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OPG Refurb Program on Target 
The company’s February 13, Darlington Refurbishment 
Project Update noted improved worker safety performance 
and Unit 2 refurbishment costs $33 million below plan at 
the halfway mark. On February 15, Ontario Power 
Generation (OPG) announced that the Ontario 
government had confirmed its commitment to begin 
refurbishing Darlington Unit 3. The Darlington 
refurbishment and its continued operation to 2055 is 
estimated to contribute $90 billion to Ontario’s GDP and 
increase employment across the province by an average of  
14,200 jobs annually. The last Unit 2 reactor pressure tube 
was removed on March 3 signalling the commencement of  
the projects final phase – rebuilding the Unit 2 reactor.   
On April 4, the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission 
(CNSC) held a public hearing in Ottawa regarding the 
Renewal of  the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station 
(PNGS) operating licence. The CNWC was a participant at 
those hearings in support of  extending the station’s 
operation by four years. OPG’s press release regarding the 
hearing noted that Pickering received the highest possible 
safety rating from the regulator for two years in a row and 
that all of  its units had been upgraded to ensure safe 
operations. The next CNSC public hearing regarding 
PNGS will be held in Courtice, Ontario on June 26-28, 
2018. 
OPG released its 2018 First Quarter Financial Results on 
May 15, 2018. The strong financial results were attributed 
to the sale of  the former Lakeview Generating Station land 
and to continued robust nuclear generation performance. 
OPG’s press release noted that Canada’s single largest 
investment in low-cost, clean energy, the refurbishment of  
the Darlington Station, remains on time and on budget due 
to the hard work and dedication of  its employees and 
partners. The company also attributed the financial results 
to the new regulated prices it received for its nuclear and 
most of  its hydroelectric generation from the Ontario 
Energy Board in March 2018. OPG noted that the 
company continues to provide electricity at a price 40% less 
than the average of  other generators and is Ontario’s only 
electricity generator to have its prices set via a public 
hearing process. OPG also indicated that the prerequisite 
activities for the refurbishment of  Unit 3 have started and 
that refurbishment will commence when Unit 2 has been 
returned to service.Labour Updates  

• Power Workers’ Union/Bruce Power Collective Agreement —
proposed 4-year agreement expires December 31, 2021 and is 
currently in the ratification stage. 

• Power Workers’ Union/Ontario Power Generation Collective 
Agreement – at time of  writing a tentative agreement has 
been reached but no details are available.

Lakeview GS lands 
Courtesy of  OPG



Point Lepreau Hitting Performance Targets  
On March 1, 2018, the company announced its third quarter 
financial results of  the 2017-2018 fiscal year with net earnings 
of  $19 million. On March 26, NB Power indicated that it had 
reached a settlement with several nuclear insurers and was 
seeking approval from the province’s Energy & Utilities Board 
(EUB) for an adjustment to the utility’s rate request. The 
insurers had underwritten a construction all risk insurance 
policy during the refurbishment of  Point Lepreau Nuclear 
Generating Station (PLNGS). 
On May 5, NB Power filed new evidence with the EUB 
supporting a reduction in its rate increase request from an 
average of  2.0 percent to an average 1.5 percent. This is 
expected to result in a $1.32 per month savings from the original 
$4.00 per month increase included in NB Power’s initial 
application. The following day, NB Power reported that PLNGS 
was operating at full power and that the reactor would be taken 
offline for a five to six weeks planned maintenance outage. 
PLNGS outages are planned to coincide with seasonal increases 
in water flows and with lower seasonal electricity demand. The 
company has focused on performance improvements in safety, 
equipment reliability, training and creating a culture of  
prevention at the Station since Fiscal Year 2015/16. Noted 
performance indicators included 7.8 million-person hours 
without a Loss Time Accident and an 89.27% Net Capacity 
Factor (best result since 2007). On May 31, NB Power 
announced PLNGS had been reconnected to the New 
Brunswick Grid following the competition of  the planned 
maintenance outage. About 10,000 planned technical 
maintenance activities were completed on equipment and 
systems on the nuclear and conventional sides of  the station. 

Cameco Faces Continuing Quiet Uranium Markets 
In spite of  challenging economic conditions, Cameco 
announced in late March that it would begin offering post-
secondary education funding opportunities this year for 
students from northern Saskatchewan. This Northern 
Saskatchewan Scholarship provides up to $5000 per student 
each year. Other funding opportunities are available through 
local community scholarships provided by Cameco’s 
Collaboration Agreements with community partnerships. 
On April 23, 2018 Cameco announced the advancement of  
a $62 million agreement signed last May with Bruce Power 
in support of  the latter’s Major Component Replacement 
Project. Cameco Fuel Manufacturing will manufacture the 
calandria tubes and annulus spacers for all six units.   
Four days later, the company released its consolidated 
financial and operating results for the first quarter ended 
March 31, 2018. Cameco continues to face “quiet” uranium 
markets and remains focused on optimizing its portfolios, 
cost saving measures and reducing production and 
inventories. The company noted that utilities continue to 
digest changing market dynamics and that market prices and 
contracted volumes remained low during the quarter. On 
May 18, 2018 the company announced the election of  ten 
board members at its annual meeting.
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What Others  
Are Saying 

Source : Desjardins, J. (2018, 
May 10). The World’s Safest 
Source of  Energy Will Surprise 
You. Visualization from 
Cambridge House, the 
company hosting 
the International Mining 
Investment Conference 
2018 on May 15-16 in 
Vancouver, BC, Retrieved 
from http://
metals.visualcapitalist.com/
safest-source-energy/

Candu Fuel Bundle, 
Courtesy of  CNA
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Bruce Power Community Connections 
Bruce Power announced on February 23, in partnership 
with its suppliers, the establishment of  an Indigenous 
Relations Supplier Network (IRSN). This vehicle will focus 
on enabling Indigenous communities to actively 
participate in the company’s ongoing investment program 
via employment, business partnerships and procurement. 
The Organization of  Canadian Nuclear Industries will 
support the IRSN through its Port Elgin office.   

March was a month full of  company announcements 
regarding the community. On March 8, Bruce Power 
committed an additional $400,000 in local Indigenous 
community initiatives during the year. Launched in 2016, 
the fund supports cultural, social, educational, 
environmental, health and wellness, skills training and 
youth developmental opportunities in the communities of  
the Saugeen and Nawash Unceded First Nations and 
Historic Saugeen Metis. Bruce Power will be partnering 
with the Council of  the Great Lakes Region to undertake 
a climate change study over the next three years.   
On March 13, the company focused $2 million of  its 
Corporate Social Responsibility budget between 2019 and 
2023 to health care, mental health and education 
initiatives in the area. Each year Bruce Power invests 
$1.6 million in these associated local organizations. 
In 2017, company employees, suppliers and unions 
contributed another $1 million to these initiatives.  

On March 21, Bruce Power 
became a member of  the 
SouthWestern Integrated Fibre 
Technology (SWIFT) Network 
initiative. This involves constructing 
an ultra high-speed fibre-optic 
regional broadband network in 
Southwestern Ontario, Caledon 
and the Niagara Region.  

In April, Bruce Power signed a $1 million five-year 
Memorandum of  Understanding with MIRARCO 
Mining Innovation and Laurentian University to enhance 
strategic research opportunities e.g. long-term potential for 
Small Modular Reactors. On April 9, Bruce Power 
announced the launch of  the new Canadian Nuclear 
Isotope Council. This coalition of  Canadian science, 
health care and nuclear sector organizations is intended to 
ensure Canada’s role as a global leader in this area. 
On May 16, Bruce Power and the County of  Bruce 
announced the establishment of  Ontario’s Nuclear 
Innovation Institute in Southampton as an international 
centre of  excellence for applied research and training. 
Priorities will include: artificial intelligence and cyber 
security; medical and industrial isotopes; health and 
environmental excellence in the Lake Huron and 
Georgian Bay areas; Indigenous economic development; 
and nuclear sector operational excellence. 
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Worth Repeating…. 
Countries Launch Nuclear Innovation Initiative 
under the Clean Energy Ministerial 

“At the 9th Clean Energy Ministerial (CEM9) meeting today, 
a new nuclear innovation partnership was announced under 
the leadership of  the United States, Canada, and Japan. 
Called “Nuclear Innovation: Clean Energy Future (NICE 
Future),” the initiative will, for the first time, put the spotlight 
at CEM on nuclear energy in clean energy systems.  
NICE Future initiative will address improved power system 
integration through innovative, integrated, and advanced 
energy systems and applications, such as nuclear-renewable 
systems, combined uses of  heat and power, hydrogen 
production, and industrial decarbonization. It will highlight 
the opportunities for nuclear energy technologies to reduce 
emissions and air pollution from power generation, industry, 
and end-use sectors. 
Nuclear energy is an important contributor to global clean 
energy supply, both as a primary source of  clean energy and 
by enabling other clean energy sources. Globally, nuclear 
energy produces nearly one-third of  the world’s emissions-
free electricity. The International Energy Agency has also 
found that global nuclear energy generation would need to 
double from current levels by 2040 to meet global clean 
energy goals. 
“Canada is excited to be a part of  this initiative. Nuclear 
energy is already an important part of  Canada’s energy mix 
and innovative nuclear technologies, including Small 
Modular Reactors, have a key role to play in the transition to 
a low-carbon economy” said Kim Rudd, Parliamentary 
Secretary to Canada’s Minister of  Natural Resources. “As a 
non-emitting source of  energy, nuclear is, and will continue 
to be, an important part of  our energy mix.” 
Countries participating in the NICE Future Initiative include 
Argentina, Poland, Romania, Russia, United Arab Emirates, 
and the United Kingdom. More countries have indicated 
strong interest. The International Energy Agency (IEA) and 
the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) have noted their 
interest and support for the initiative. The U.S. DOE 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory will serve as an 
initiative operating agent.” 

Source : Clean Energy Ministerial Press Release, May 24, 2018  
www.cleanenergyministerial.org/news-clean-energy-ministerial/
countries-launch-nuclear-innovation-initiative-under-clean-energy

SWIFT coverage map
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The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council is 
an organization of  workers represented by 
unions working in various areas of  the 
Canadian nuclear industry which includes 
uranium mining, nuclear fuel processing, 
nuclear power stations, radio isotope 
production for medical and industrial 
purposes, and nuclear research.  

The member groups are: 
District Labour Councils (Grey/Bruce, 
Durham, Northumberland) • International 
Association of  Firefighters (160) • 
International Association of  Machinists & 
Aerospace Workers (608) • International 
Brotherhood of  Electrical Workers (37) • 
Power Workers’ Union • Professional Institute 
of  The Public Service of  Canada • Society of  
Energy Professionals Union • Society of  
Professional Engineers and Associates Union • 
UNIFOR (The Union for Canada) (S-48, 
O-599, & O-252) • United Steelworkers 
(14193, 13173, 8562, 8914, 7806 & 1568) • 
International Federation of  Professional & 
Technical Engineers Union • Provincial 
Building and Construction Trades Council of  
Ontario • International Union of  Operating 
Engineers

In short… 

CNL Opens National 
Cybersecurity Innovation Centre 
Canadian Nuclear Labratories cut the 
ribbon on May 16, 2018, officially 
opening Canada’s National Innovation 
Centre for Cybersecurity in Fredericton, 
New Brunswick. Cyber Security 
research is one of  CNL’s seven strategic 
initiatives. The new facility will provide 
the ability to simulate an operating 
facility to test the security systems of  the 
entire operations under a range of  
cyber security attacks. CNL has been 
undertaking real-time plant display and 
control system research since the 1980s. 
To date, CNL has adapted and 
developed several cutting edge cyber 
security technologies and practices. 

US Congress Amends Nuclear 
Waste Policy 
An amendment by two Michigan 
Congressmen to the Nuclear Waste Policy 
Amendments Act of  2018 was passed by 
Congress on May 10 and will now pass 
to the U.S. Senate. The amendment 
responds to the continuing efforts by 
OPG to acquire approval for a deep 
geological waste site near Kincardine. 
One of  the sponsoring Congressmen 
stated that, “The Great Lakes account 
for 20 percent of  the world’s freshwater 
supply and are absolutely critical for 
millions of  Americans who rely on them 
for clean drinking water, jobs and their 
way of  life.” Currently, there are four 
spent nuclear fuel sites, including two in 
Southwest Michigan, on the shores of  
Lake Michigan.  

Last year, 32 Members sent a letter to 
the State Department urging leadership 
to do everything in their power to 
protect the Great Lakes and convince 
the Canadian government to select an 
alternative site.  

Canadian Nuclear Isotope Council 
Grows 
On May 8, 2018, 
the Canadian 
Nuclear Association joined the 
independent Canadian Nuclear Isotope 
Council (CNIC). This independent 
group, representing Canada’s health 
sector, nuclear industry and research 
organization, promotes a Canadian role 
in the production of  the world’s isotope 
supply. Each year over 40 million 
nuclear medical procedures are 
performed around the world. Bruce 
Power, Ontario Power Generation, 
Cameco and BWXT are already 
members of  CNIC. 

NWMO Partners with 
International Counterparts 
This year’s International Association 
for Environmentally Safe Disposal of  
Radioactive Materials (EDRAM) 
annual meeting was held in Toronto. 
On May 14, Canada’s Nuclear Waste 
Management Organization (NWMO) 
signed or renewed co-operation 
agreements with counterparts in five 
countries. These agreements commit 
the NWMO to knowledge sharing 
with Belgium, France, Sweden, 
Switzerland and the United Kingdom. 
The NWMO already has agreements 
with nuclear waste organizations in 
Finland, South Korea and Japan. 

Canada Developing Small 
Modular Reactor Roadmap 
In its October 2017 response to the 
House of  Commons Standing 
Committee report on Nuclear Energy, 
the Government committed to initiating 
a dialogue with key stakeholders to 
develop a Canadian Roadmap for Small 
Modular Reactors (“SMR Roadmap” 
or “Roadmap”). Initial research and 
analysis in support of  the Roadmap 
identified three main applications/
markets for SMRs domestically: 
On⎼grid power generation to replace 
fossil fuel plants in the existing electric 
power grid system (~150 to 300 MWe); 
non-emitting heat and power for heavy 
industry sites such as resource 
extraction operations (~10 to 50 MWe); 
and, in off-grid northern and remote 
communities (~1 to 10 MWe).   
NRCAN has the lead-responsibility and 
the Canadian Nuclear Association is 
providing the secretariat role. The 
Power Worker’s Union and IBEW have 
participated in the consultations. A draft 
Roadmap is expected to be finalized this 
fall.
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PERSPECTIVES ON CANADA’S SMR OPPORTUNITY
Summary Report: Request for Expressions of Interest—

CNL’s Small Modular Reactor Strategy

Summary Report
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